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Abstract— We present a general framework for a distributed
VoD content distribution problem by formulating an optimization problem yielding a highly distributed implementation that
is highly scalable and resilient to changes in demand. Our
solution takes into account several individual node resource
constraints including disk space, network link bandwidth, and
node-I/O degree bound. First, we present a natural formulation
that is NP-hard. Next, we design a simple fractional storage
architecture based on codes to “fluidify” the content, thereby
yielding a convex content placement problem. Third, we use a
recently developed Markov approximation technique to solve
the NP-hard problem of topology selection under node degree
bound, and propose a simple distributed solution. We prove
analytically that our algorithm achieves close-to-optimal performance. We establish via simulations that the system is robust
to changes in user demand or in network condition and churn.

owner of that device is not watching). The devices are
assumed to have limited connectivity and the network is allowed to be unreliable. As demand and network connectivity
fluctuates so does what is stored at each node. In other words
our goal is to test the limits of how unreliable and distributed
we can make the infrastructure and still meet the stringent
quality of service constraints of streamed video. Central to
our architecture is the existence of a single reliable server
or Seedbox [2], that can fill in the gaps of service when
our distributed algorithms cannot meet QoS constraints and
the objective of our distributed algorithms is to ensure that
for any set of adverse network conditions, the load on the
Seedbox is minimized.
Our approach is the following. First, we formulate the
problem as a static convex optimization problem and then
show that a highly distributed algorithm converges to the
optimal allocation. We then examine, via simulations, the dynamic problem in which network conditions change, and the
demand for the underlying content fluctuates significantly.
We find that our scheme is highly resilient to changes in
network and in demand in addition to being near optimal in
a static setting.
More concretely, in formulating the optimization problem
we jointly solve the following problems:

I. I NTRODUCTION
The shape of the internet is changing. On the one hand,
large internet exchanges and datacenters have made it possible to centralize a lot of compute and storage resources.
It is clear that established players such as Netflix, Google
and Amazon are more likely to exploit the reliability and
economies of scale that come from such architectures, and
that is of course what they are doing. On the other hand,
the edge of the internet is growing exponentially. Phones,
tablets, laptops, ebook readers are growing in power and
1) Content Placement: What content should be stored at
sophistication to the point that that they resemble the desktop
each device/node given the storage constraints, netcomputers of a few years ago. But fully 50% of the traffic
work capacity and current demand?
of the internet does not originate from data centers and
2)
Overlay Topology: Given that each node can only
hierarchical CDNs [1]. This traffic consists of applications
support
a bounded number of end devices, how should
such as file sharing and P2P, and relies more heavily on
end
devices
be matched to nodes?
edge-devices which take on the role of potentially unreliable
3)
Minimal
Server
Load: When there is no available node
servers. As we play out the evolution of content and the
that
can
serve
an
end device to watch a specific piece
internet it seems clear that both kinds of content distribution
of
content
from,
the Seedbox “fills in the gap” by
will co-exist. Videos of police action in an oppressive state
streaming
directly
to it. We wish to minimize such
are easier to detect and throttle in a centralized architecture
occurrences.
than a distributed one, and there will always be situations in
We illustrate these problems further in the example dewhich small groups of individuals will want to share content
picted in Figure 1. The system has two 1 GB videos, A and
without the “prying eyes” of a media giant.
In this paper we present a highly distributed edge-based B, which must be delivered at a streaming rate of 1 Mbps.
scheme where the content is streamed video and has quality There are 4 users: two request video A and two request video
of service constraints. The demand for these videos is not B. The three cache nodes are constrained by bandwidth,
specified to the system. Each edge device has limited storage maximum degree (a bound on the number of simultaneously
but can store content from any movie (even ones that the supported streaming connections) and storage. Figure 1(b)
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Fig. 1: A simple example of VoD caching problem. The system has two videos of size 1 GB and rate 1 Mbps and there are
2 users requesting each video. The system employs 3 cache nodes with constraints on storage, bandwidth and out-degree
as shown in (a). The problem is to decide, for each cache, which videos to store, which users to connect to, and how much
bandwidth to allocate for each user. These questions are coupled. The connections between the cache nodes and users in
(b) form a “bad” topology, and the content placement is non-optimal. The content placement in (c) is “good”. In (d), the
topology is “good”, and with the same content placement strategy in (c), only one user is in deficit of half of a video. In
general, finding the “best” storage, bandwidth and topology combination is a combinatorially-hard problem.
shows that under a certain “bad” topology and a “bad”
content allocation scheme, demand cannot be satisfied. In
Figure 1(c), a “good” content placement strategy is chosen.
In Figure 1(d), a “good” topology is also chosen. As we can
see, the three problems enumerated earlier are closely related.
Further, taken in isolation each problem is hard: there are
an exponential number of possible topologies (from which
we must select in a distributed manner) and as we will see
(although it may be clear to some readers even at this point),
the content selection problem for a fixed topology, is also
NP-hard.
The contributions of this paper are four-fold. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to jointly optimize topology
selection, content placement, and link rate allocation in the
design of VoD systems. Second, we design a fractional
coding architecture that allows for “fluidification” of the content placement problem, thereby converting a combinatorial
VoD content placement problem into a convex problem that
admits a simple distributed algorithm. Third, we overcome
the difficulty of the combinatorial topology graph selection
problem by applying a recently-developed and novel Markov
approximation technique, and design a simple and distributed
“soft-worst-neighbor-choking” algorithm. Fourth, we give a
theoretical proof that our solution is close-to-optimal and
that the optimality gap diminishes when the number of users
becomes large. We validate that our algorithm outperforms
existing results via extensive real world trace simulations.
While our theoretical analysis is based on a “static” setting
where the demand and supply resources are fixed, we also
show in our experiments that our algorithm works well even
for “dynamic” cases. Our strong findings suggest that a
functional implementation of our solution would perform
well in practice, and this is the focus of our future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK

over content replication and routing. Boufkhad et al. [4]
investigated the problem of maximizing the number of videos
that can be served by a collection of peers. Zhou et al. [5]
focused on minimizing the load imbalance of video servers
while maximizing the system throughput. Tan and Massoulie [8] studied the problem of optimal content placement
in P2P networks. Their goal is to maximize the utilization of
peer uplink bandwidth resources. Optimal content placement
strategies are identified in a particular scenario of limited
content catalog under the framework of loss networks. Their
work assumes that the peers’ storage capacity grows unboundedly with system size. In contrast, our work does not
make any assumption on the storage capacities and also takes
into overlay topology. Applegate et al. [9] formulated the
problem of content placement into a mixed integer program
(MIP) that takes into account constraints such as disk space
and link bandwidth. However, they assume the knowledge
of content popularity under a fixed topology and a video is
either stored in full or not stored. In our work, we use a class
of network codes that enables fractional storage and do not
assume any prior knowledge of demand is given. We also
optimize over the topology graph selections.
With regard to network resource utilization, Borst et
al. [10] solved a link bandwidth utilization problem assuming
a tree structure with limited depth. An LP is formulated, and
under the assumption of symmetric link bandwidth, demand,
and cache size, a simple local greedy algorithm is designed to
find a close-to-optimal solution. Valancius et al. [11] propose
an LP-based heuristic to calculate the number of video copies
placed at customer home gateways. The network topology
in our work is not constrained to be a tree, and the video
request patterns can be arbitrary in different network areas.
Zhou and Xu [12] aimed to minimize the load imbalance
among servers subject to disk space egress link capacity from
servers. In contrast, we consider the link capacity constraints
that may exist anywhere in the network.

The optimization of VoD systems has received wide attention [3]–[9]. Almeida et al. [3] studied the delivery cost
Topology building is also an important design dimension
minimization problem under a fixed topology by optimizing and has been studied in various works [13]–[15]. While
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Fig. 2: Caches and users connected by a physical network.
The link capacity constraints can exist arbitrarily anywhere
in the network.
most works focus on enforcing locality-awareness and/or
improving ISP-friendliness, they make the simple assumption
that the graph is fully connected, i.e., no node-degree-bound
is taken into consideration. Zhang et al. solves the problem
of optimal P2P streaming under node degree constraints [16].
However their topology selection algorithm depends on
global statistics which are easily accessible under a livestreaming scenario. In VoD, directly applying their technique
requires global statistics of all users’ utility functions, which
can create an enormous overhead. Our distributed algorithm
requires knowledge of only local information of neighboring
overlay link rates.
To the best of our knowledge, we are unaware of any
other works to jointly optimize topology graph selection,
content placement and link rate allocation. Our solution is
fully distributed and adapts well to system dynamics as we
will show in the simulations.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

Parameters

H, U , M
Um
m, m
sh
G, Bv
L, cl

Auxiliary Variables

✓l , q r
qr
r , ⌃h,m
!h

Decision Variables

xr
Whm
g, Ag , Rg
Nvg
pg

Definition
set of caches / users / movies
set of users watching video m
video m’s streaming rate and size
storage capacity of cache h
set of feasible overlay graphs / I/O constraints
set of underlay links / link capacity
Definition
shadow
Pprice of link l / route r
qr = l2r ✓l is the shadow price of route r
demand index of route r / movie m at cache h
storage price of cache h
Definition
route rate of r
storage of video m on cache h
overlay graph / routing matrix / overlay links
connected neighborhood of v under g
probability of each topology graph g

natural routing constraints as follows: Ax  c, where x is
the column vector of the overlay rates xr and c is the column
vector of link capacity constraints cl .
The video catalog consists of videos in the set M . Each
video m has size m and is streamed at a constant rate of
m . Since we assume a fixed demand in this model, we
denote the set of users watching m as Um . To model the
storage constraints, let sh be the storage capacity of cache
node h, and denote by s := (sh , h 2 H) the column vector
of the storage capacities. Let W := (Whm , h 2 H, m 2
M ) be the storage matrix where Whm 2 {0, 1} indicates
if video m is stored on cache node h (Whm = 1) or not
(Whm = 0). Denote by := ( m , m 2 M ) the vector of
the sizes (in MB) of all videos. The storage constraints can
then be expressed by W  s. Availability constraints are
also modeled : caches can only serve stored movies. From
cache h to user u, the streaming rate can be only 0 if cache
does not store the movie m which is being viewed by the
user. If the cache stores the movie, the streaming rate can be
anything no greater than m . It can be equivalently expressed
as xr:=(h,u) 
PWhm m .
Let zu = r=(h,u):h2Nug xr be the total received rate of
user u, and V u (z) be a concave function that represents the
utility of user u when the received rate is z. Table I lists all
relevant notations.
Now, we have the following optimization problem. The
objective is to find a graph g, content placement W , and
rate allocation x, which jointly maximize the sum of user
utilities under constraints.
X
max
V u (zu )

In this section, we define the VoD optimization problem.
Our formulation assumes a static setting: the video catalog,
the set of users and subscriptions, and the set of caches are
fixed. In section IV and section V, we find a fully distributed
algorithm and prove it achieves near-optimal performance.
In section VI, we apply the proposed algorithm to dynamic
setting and show its performance through simulations.
As illustrated in Figure 2, a set of caches(H) and a
set of users(U ) are connected by a fixed physical network
which consists of links with capacity. Caches and users are
connected by a overlay graph configuration, g, which is
expressed by the set of overlay links R and the corresponding
routing matrix A. We denote the set of overlay links and the
routing matrix by Rg and Ag under a graph configuration
g2G
u2U
g. Each overlay link r 2 R, consists of a set of underlay
xr 0,Whm 2{0,1}
links, Lr ⇢ L and we say l 2 r if l 2 Lr . An overlay link
s.t.
xr:=(h,u)  Whm m ,
r = (h, u) enables cache node h to send data to node u
Ag x  c, W  s.
in the overlay graph by setting up TCP/UDP connections.
The routing matrix A := (Alr , (l, r) 2 L ⇥ R) is defined as
The above optimization is highly difficult to solve due
usual where Alr = 1 if l 2 r and 0 otherwise, We denote to the exponentially large size of the feasible graph set G
the connected neighbor of node v by Nvg . Node v cannot and integer constraints of storage matrix W . Our approach
connect to more than Bv users, which leads the node-I/O to solve the problem is following. First, we decompose the
constraints. Let G = {8g||Nvg |  Bv 8v 2 H [ U } be the problem into two parts: graph selection part and resource
set of possible overlay graphs. Let link l 2 L have a capacity allocation which consists of content placement and rate
cl , and let xr be the rate on the overlay link r. This leads to allocation. In section IV, we first solve the optimal rate
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allocation algorithm under a fixed graph. In the following
section V, we propose an algorithm to find the near-optimal
overlay graph.

demands

A. Fractional Storage and Streams with Coding
We first define fractional streams.
Definition 1: Given a data stream S0 with rate x0 , S0 (x0 ),
a fractional stream S of rate x, S(x), is defined as a data
stream which satisfies the following conditions.
1. Additivity : S(x) can be generated by S(x1 ) and S(x2 )
if x1 + x2 x.
2. Recovery : S0 (x0 ) can be generated by any S(x) if x
x0 .
In our techincal report [17], we propose a novel way
of storing videos and generating fractional streams. In a
nutshell, a fractional stream can be realized through the use
of MDS codes or rateless fountain codes. The minimum
storage to serve a fractional stream is found as following.
Proposition 2: Given a data stream S0 (x0 ), a cache can
generate a fractional stream S(x) if and only if the cache
stores no less than xx0 fraction of the source file of the stream.
By using the concept of fractional storage and streams
and the proposition 2, the sub-optimization problem can be
reformulated. Caches can store movies in parts and upload
fractional streams to users. Users receive multiple fractional
streams from caches and add them. If they received enough
fractional streams, they can recover the original stream. If
not, they will request a fractional stream with the deficit
rate at user and recover the original stream. The integer
constraints are replaced with box constraints and the availability constraints remain as same by the proposition. The
reformulated optimization problem is following.
max

x 0,0Whm 1

s.t.

X

u

(1)

V (zu )

u2U

xr:=(h,u)  Whm
Ag x  c, W

m,

 s.

B
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B

0.5
1

IV. R ESOURCE A LLOCATION
The sub-optimization problem under a fixed g is still
difficult to solve because of the integer constraints of storage
matrix W . In order to overcome this challenge, we allow
caches to store videos in parts and to serve fractional
streams.
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Fig. 3: A simple example demonstrating the usefulness of
fractional storage. The system has the same setup as that in
Figure 1. In (a), the videos are stored in full. Even with the
optimal topology, the oracle server still needs to fill in the
gap of half of a video. In (b), with fractional storage and
streams, caches can fully serve users even with less storage.
populated in a distributed way with content (e.g. from a
distributed server system or from other cache nodes): this
requires the notion of network coding which can attain the
abstraction of distributed MDS codes. We use a specific class
of such codes, dubbed DRESS codes [18], in our system.
B. Distributed Solution
We present the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The problem (1) is convex and can be solved
by the following three-step primal dual algorithm that converges to the optimal solution
1) Step 1: Update the upload rate.
ẋr = [ r (Vxr (zu )

r

qr )]+
xr

(2)

u
where Vxur (zu ) is the
Pderivative of function V (zu ) with
regard to xr . qr =
l:l2r ✓l is the aggregate route price,
where ✓l is the single link price on link l which is updated
by:
X
✓˙l = [⌘l (
xr cl )]+
(3)
✓l .
r:l2r

where r , ⌘l > 0 are adaptation parameters. r is explained
in the following.
2) Step 2: Update the demand index. The parameter r is
updated via:
˙ r = [r (xr

Whm

m )]

+
r

(4)

Note that our approach completely differs from the well- where step size r is a positive constant, and m is the video
known class of relaxations to hard mixed-integer problems in user u watches. This parameter captures the relative demand,
the optimization literature, in which the relaxation is done i.e., absolute demand minus supply, of the video delivered
to convert the problem to a computationally tractable one on route r, hence its name demand index.
3) Step 3: Update cache storage
whose solution is then quantized back to enforce feasibility
⇢
with the discrete-valued constraints of the original problem.
[0,1]
Ẇhm = [◆hm
m !h )]Whm
P (⇤hm
(5)
In other words, our approach increases performance because
!˙ h = [⌫h ( m2M Whm m sh )]+
!h
using fractional streams expands the design space. Figure 3
shows an example where resource allocation with fractional where the Lagrangian variable !h is interpreted as the
streams outperforms one without them.
storage
price for the storage constraint, and ⇤hm = m ·
P
There is an added complication if we are interested in ( r=(h,u):u2Um ,h2Nug r ) is the aggregate demand index
distributed operation and for the ability to have cache nodes and m the size of video m.
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The proof is relegated to our technical report [17]. The
above algorithms can be implemented in a fully distributed
way. The update equations are intuitive. The upload rate
increases linearly with the marginal utility function and
decreases with the demand index and link shadow price.
The demand index increases if the desired link rate exceeds
what the stored video can offer, and vice versa. Cache node
h increases storage of video m if there is more demand
than supply, i.e., when the popularity index is larger than
the storage price; and vice versa.
As a special case, if our goal is to minimize the server
load, the following utility function V u (z) = min ( m , z)
can be used, where m is s.t. u 2 Um . Maximizing such
an objective function is equivalent to minimizing the server
load. Thus, with the Theorem 3, we now have a fully
distirbuted algorithm to find the optimal resource allocation
which minimizes the server load under a fixed topology.
V. T OPOLOGY B UILDING
Given the bounded degree of each cache node, the topology selection problem is NP-hard. We apply a Markov
approximation technique to establish that it is indeed a closeto-optimal solution of the general problem.
A. Problem Formulation
Let g be the optimal objective value to (1) under a fixed
graph g, which we can solve using the algorithms shown in
Section IV. Our goal is to maximize the overall system utility
by choosing the best graph in the feasible set of graphs.
max
g2G

g

(6)

Directly solving for (6) is challenging. Even for the small
example in Figure 1(a), the total number of topology graphs
is 6 ⇥ 6 ⇥ 4 = 144. In fact, we can show that in general,
it is NP-complete and APX-hard (no effective centralized
polynomial-time approximate solution) [17]. To convert the
problem into a solvable one with distributed solutions, we
design a Markov approximation technique introduced in [19].
The topology building problem can be re-written in the
following way:
X
max
pg g .
(7)
pg 0
P
pg =1 g2G

where pg is the probability associated with topology graph
g 2 G. Its optimal solution is maxg2G g , and is obtained by
setting the probability corresponding to (one of) the “best”
topology graphs to be 1 and the rest probabilities to be 0.
To mitigate the problem of exponentially large number of
graphs, consider using
X
1
log(
exp(µ g ))
(8)
µ
g2G

to approximate maxg2G g . The reason is that while solving
for maxg2G is difficult, solving for (8) can be made much
easier as we will explain later on. We present the following
theorem adapted from [19].

Theorem 4: (8) is the optimal value to the following
convex optimization problem:
X
1 X
max
pg g
pg log pg .
(9)
pg 0
µ
P
g2G

pg =1

g2G

where µ is a positive constant. The optimal solution is given
by:
p⇤g = P

exp(µ g )
exp(µ

g 0 2G

g0 )

(10)

, 8g 2 G.

Moreover, the gap between its optimal value (8) and the
optimal value of the original problem in (7) is given by:
X
1
1
0  log(
exp(µ g )) max g  log |G|, (11)
g2G
µ
µ
g2G

where |G| P
is the size of G.
Note that g2G pg log pg is also the entropy H(p) of the
distribution p := (pg , g 2 G), and we call this is an “entropyapproximated” formulation. The only difference between the
objective function in (9) and that in (7) is the addition of
the weighted entropy term. As µ ! +1, p⇤g⇤ ! 1 where
g ⇤ = arg maxg2G g and p⇤g ! 0 otherwise. Therefore,
the optimal value in the entropy-approximated formulation
approaches that of the original problem
Pas µ becomes large.
Intuitively, one can see that µ1 log( g2G exp(µ g )) is a
good approximation of maxg2G g when µ is large. This
is because the
P term exp(µ g⇤ ) will dominate the sum of
exponentials g2G exp(µ g ). When this happens, we have:
X
1
log(
exp(µ
µ
g2G

g ))

!

1
log(exp(µ
µ

g ⇤ ))

=

g⇤

(12)

Recall that our goal is to solve for problem (7), and we
know that one approximation is given by (9), but why is this
approximation useful? Given the vast number of possibilities,
how would we design a distributed algorithm to achieve
the optimal topology graph? The key idea is to construct
a Markov chain (MC) on the topology graphs, and design its
transition rates that can be implemented in a distributed way.
Equation (10) is of a product form, and can be the stationary
distribution of some time-reversible MC with state space the
set of all the topology graphs G. When the MC is in its
stationary status, the topology graphs g 2 G are time-shared
according to the distribution p⇤g in (10). As µ becomes large,
the system spends most of the time in the optimal topology
graph and the gap between the approximated solution and
the optimal solution approaches zero. It was shown in [16],
[19] that it is possible to design such Markov chain to guide
distributed algorithm designs in various domains, including
wireless scheduling, channel assignment and etc. However,
in our problem, directly applying these known design options
in [16], [19] does not result in Markov chains that are
implementable in a distributed fashion.
B. Markov Chain Design

To design the Markov chain for our topology selection, we
focus on the design of transition rates qg,g0 between states g
1351

and g 0 . With slight abuse of notation, we use g and the set
of the corresponding overlay routes R interchangeably. We
begin by constructing a Markov chain that solves (9) exactly.
This Markov chain does not lead to a fully distributed
solution, but serves as a seed to our extended discussions
in later parts of the paper.
To simplify the design, we allow non-zero transition rates
from topology graph g to graph g 0 if and only if they
satisfy the following set of conditions, which we name as the
“direct-transition condition”. Specifically for any topology
graphs (or set of overlay routes) g and g 0 , qg,g0 is non-zero
if and only if for the union of their routes g̃ = g [ g 0 :
0
• |g̃ \ g| = 1 and |g̃ \ g | = 1;
0
• the only overlay route in g̃ \ g and that in g̃ \ g should
originate from the same node denoted by v(g, g 0 ).
In other words, we allow transitions to happen only when
a single node adds a not-in-use neighbor and then drops one
active neighbor. g̃ = g [ g 0 is a transient state where a node
has just added a new neighbor before choking one of the old
neighbors 1 . We have the following proposition.
Proposition 5: The following transition rates ensures that
the MC over the topology graph will reach the stationary
distribution in (10).
qg,g0 = ⌧

1

·

1+

exp(µ(
P

g 00 2Av(g,g0 ),g̃

g0

exp(µ(

g̃ ))
g 00

g̃ ))

,

(13)

if g and g 0 satisfy the direct-transition condition, and qg,g0 =
0 otherwise, where g̃ = g [ g 0 is the transient state, ⌧ > 0
is a constant, Av,g̃ is the set of topology graphs derived by
node v dropping one of its active neighbors under graph g̃,
i.e.,
Av,g̃

=

ĝ 2 G | ĝ = g̃\ {(v, u)} , 8u 2 Nvg̃ , (14)

where (v, u) is a directed link from node v to node u, and
v(g, g 0 ) is the node defined in direct-transition condition.
We call this MC an exact MC. The above transition rates
achieve the optimal value of (9). The proof and an exemplar
implementation are given in our technical report [17]. The
algorithm however, requires every node v to know global
0
statistics g0
g̃ for all g 2 Av,g̃ , which makes distributed
implementation difficult.
In the following, we modify the exact MC to a perturbed MC which yields a distributed “soft-worst-neighborchoking” algorithm.
C. Soft Worst Neighbor Choking
Let g denote the current topology graph. Each cache node
v 2 H (and similarly for user node u 2 U ) implements the
soft-worst-neighbor-choking algorithm as follows:
• Initialization: It randomly selects and builds connections with Bv (which is its maximum degree) number
of neighbors from its neighbor list Qv . Denote by Nvg
the connected neighbors.
1 The

node can temporarily violate the node degree bound, but the process
happens instantaneously and the transient state is almost non-existent. We
use it only to simplify our theoretical discussions.

•
•

•

Step 1: It counts down to zero from a timer T =
⌧ /(|Qv | |Nvg |), where ⌧ > 0 is a constant2 .
Step 2: When the count-down expires, it randomly
chooses a new inactive neighbor w from Qv \ Nvg ,
and requests to connect to it. If the node degree bound
of neither node w nor v is violated, the connection is
established; otherwise, no new connection is made. The
system transits to a temporary topology graph g̃.
Step 3: Node v measures the overlay link rate x̄(v,u)
from every neighbor u 2 Nvg̃ (including the newly
added neighbor w if there is any), and then chokes an
in-use neighbor u with probability
1+

exp(
P

g 00 2Av,g̃

1
0
2 µx̄g̃\g )
,
1
exp( 2 µx̄g̃\g00 )

g 0 = g̃\ {(v, u)} .

Afterwards, node v repeats Step 1.

(15)

The above algorithm is fully distributed – each node uses
the overlay link rates from his neighbors as the only metric
to perform the topology selection. Note that the worst link is
dropped with high probability, hence the term “soft-worst”
choking. This algorithm results in the following perturbed
MC.
Proposition 6: The
soft-worst-neighbor-choking
algorithm induces the following transition rates for the
perturbed Markov chain: for any two topology graphs
g, g 0 2 G satisfying direct-transition condition:
qg,g0 = ⌧

1

·

1+

exp(
P

g 00 2A

1
0
2 µx̄g̃\g )
,
exp( 12 µx̄g̃\g00 )

(16)

v(g,g 0 ),g̃

where x̄g̃\g0 is the rate of the only overlay link in g̃\g 0 under
topology graph g̃; and qg,g0 = 0 otherwise.
Comparing (16) with (13), we can see that the global quantity
g0
g̃ , which is the overall utility difference between
‘after’ and ‘before’ the node drops the overlay link g̃\g 0 , is
replaced by 12 x̄g̃\g0 which is a locally measurable quantity. Fortunately, we can show that under some reasonable
assumptions, the perturbed MC can still achieve close-tooptimal system performance, as we show as follows.
D. Performance Guarantee
O
Theorem 7: Denote by
= maxg2G g the optimal
P
E
⇤
system utility,
=
g the expected system
g2G pg ·
P
0
utility of the exact Markov chain, and P = g2G pg · g
the expected system utility of perturbed Markov chain, where
0
p⇤g and pg are the stationary distributions of the exact and
perturbed MC respectively. Let ¯ O = |U1 | O , ¯ E = |U1 | E
and ¯ P = |U1 | P be the corresponding system utilities
averaged among thePusers. When the users’ utility function
V (zu ) = min ( m , xr ), u 2 Um , the optimality gaps with
2 ⌧ is a tuning parameter which affects the count-down time and the
algorithm’s mixing time. Details will be given in the subsequent section.
One example is to set ⌧ such that the count down time is one minute,
which BitTorrent uses [20].
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and without perturbation errors are shown as follows:
0  ¯ O ¯ E  µ1 Bmax log Nmax
1
0  ¯ O ¯ P  µ1 Bmax log Nmax + 2|U
| cmax

•

(17)
(18)

where Bmax is the maximum degree bound over all users,
Nmax is the max neighbor size over all users, cmax is the
maximum underlay link capacity, and |U | is the total number
of users.
The proof is given in our technical report [17]. We make
the following observations:
• The upper bound on the optimality gap per user of the
max
perturbed Markov chain is c2|U
| away from that of the
exact Markov chain, which we call “the price of local
perturbation”.
• When we formulated the topology selection algorithm,
we made the assumption that the underlying content
placement and link rate allocation algorithms have fully
converged. When this is not the case however, we obtain
inaccurate values of the link rates xuv and therefore
g , g 2 G. We can treat this inaccuracy as a onedimension perturbation error to exact system utilities
g , g 2 G. Following the same method to the proof of
Theorem 7, we can still obtain bounds on utility gap
similar to those in (17)-(18).
• While larger µ reduces the optimality gap, it may
also increase the mixing time of the Markov chain
and consequently the convergence rate of the worstneighbor-choking algorithm. We omit the relationship
between µ and the mixing time, and refer interested
readers to our technical report [17].
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the overall system performance
with realistic setting. By allowing users to join and leave the
system and to change their subscription, we also empirically
show that our system works well with dynamic setting. We
show that our algorithm implicitly learns the video demand,
and yields high bandwidth utilization.

•

•

MIP: on each cache, the fractional storage allocation
algorithm [9] is used, and then the entire video with the
largest converged fraction of storage is stored, followed
by the video with the second largest converged value,
and so on and so forth, until the storage capacity is
reached.
LRU(LFU):
every
cache
replaces
least
recently(frequently) used videos by the most popular
videos.
Top videos (local, global): cache nodes store the most
locally(globally) popular videos of the period.

B. Performance
Figure 4(a) shows the percentage non-cache traffic, i.e.,
the fraction of the total realtime demand that is not covered
by the caches, for each method and the total demand versus
time. We observe that for the same amount of system
resources, our scheme allows the maximum support of the
caches, thanks to our theoretical guarantee of optimal performance. Specifically during peak hours where the arrival rate
of users is the highest, the corresponding non-cache traffic
for our scheme was 24.1% while it is 44.0%, 50.2%, 50.0%,
50.9% and 56.4% for MIP, LRU, LFU, top videos (local)
and top videos (global). It is worth noting that even our
scheme does not achieve 0% of non-cache traffic although
the total aggregate bandwidth is enough to cover the demand
in a static setup. This happens because there will always be
new users joining the system who need to be fed-up directly
by the server. From the results, we can see that storing
the globally popular videos, as is done in most practical
cases, performs the worst. This is because the video demand
distribution is so heavy-tailed that caching of the vast number
of unpopular videos becomes unavoidable. MIP performs the
closest in performance to our scheme but is still significantly
inferior. This corroborates our previous observations in the
toy examples that fractional storage provides much flexibility
to the caching service.
In order to better understand the performance of our
algorithm, we also find thePutility efficiency for video m
u2U

A. Setup

xhm

on each cache node h as Whm m,h
which is the ratio
m |Um,h |
between the total upload rate to users watching video m
and the total available rate given the storage of video m.
It quantifies the utility of any stored faction of a video on
each cache. The efficiency factor for each video is averaged
across all the caches which store that video. We observe that
with our scheme, most of the efficiency factors are greater
than 80% uniformly across the videos. On the other hand,
the efficiency factors are around 50% with other schemes.

We assumed there exist a media server which hosts 2000
videos. Each video is 20 minutes long and has a streaming
rate of 2 Mbps. Users join the system with varying arrival
rate and the maximum number of users is 40000 and leave
the system after they finished watching the video. When a
user joins, it randomly chooses a video from the catalog
following a heavy-tailed distribution. There are 50 caches
with uniform storage capacity, with a total storage capacity
of 2.5 times the entire video catalog. The bandwidth of cache C. Scalability, Robustness, and Learning
nodes follow a bi-modal distribution with means 1.2Gbps
In this subsection, we show the proposed system is scaland 2Gbps. The aggregate bandwidth among all caches is able, robust and able to learn the demand via simulation
just enough to cover all users. The node degree bound on results. In the first experiment, we increase the video catalog
each cache is 3200, i.e., each user can be potentially served size and investigate how the system responds. In Figure 4(b),
by 4 caches. We compare our results with LRU, LFU, top we plot the average server traffic for different catalog sizes.
videos (local), top videos (global) and MIP. The methods It can be seen that although the catalog sizes vary from 2000
and parameters used in the comparing schemes are:
to 10000, the non-cache traffic only increases slightly. The
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Fig. 4: (a) Performance comparison of our scheme with LRU, LFU, top videos (local), top videos (global) and MIP. (b)
Average non-cache traffic varying catalog size. (c) New popular videos are added and1 unpopular movies are removed in
the middle of the simulation. (d) Total storage of videos in the cache nodes and the appropriately scaled actual demand
distributions.
robustness of the performance to the changes in the catalog
size is especially useful when a sudden flash crowd of new
videos appear and the system does not have ample time to
call for more resources.
In the second experiment, we test the robustness of the
system. In Figure 4(c), the server load is shown when new
popular movies are suddenly added in the middle of the
simulation. More specifically, we inject 10% of new most
popular movies and remove 10% of least popular movies.
Other 90% old movies become slightly less popular than
before. The server load experiences a negligible jump when
new movies are added, but quickly goes back to normal. In
practice, we expect that the changes in demand to be much
slower and that the system can easily adapt to such changes.
Due to space limit, we omit other results which show that
the system is robust to network collapses or cache collapses.
In Figure 4(d), we break up the total storage of entire
caches by the videos and compare it with the demand
distribution. We can see that despite running in a fully
distributed manner, the system is able to implicitly learn the
demand distribution, with the aggregate storage distribution
similar to that of the demand. This is a useful property of the
algorithm, because separately estimating the demand in practice can induce large overhead. Our scheme is thus demandagnostic, i.e., it does not require any prior knowledge of the
demand, automatically learning the demand distribution in a
distributed way.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulate a general framework for a
distributed VoD streaming system considering storage, bandwidth, and node degree bound. We propose a fully-distributed
solution and prove that it achieves close-to-optimal performance. We present detailed simulation results and show its
performance, scalability and robustness. We show that our
proposed scheme maximizes the video traffic supported by
cache and minimizes the server load. We are actively building
a prototype system and deploying it on Amazon servers to
further validate its usefulness and efficiency.
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